


Quiet Collision    
 
Quiet Collision: Current Practice/Australian Style is a cultural exchange project initiated by and 
featuring the following six contemporary Australian artists: Charles Anderson, Damiano Bertoli, 
Marco Fusinato, Simone LeAmon, Elizabeth Pullie and Michael Zavros. Also participating in the 
project are Australian writer/curators Alison Kubler and Stuart Koop, and Milan based 
writer/curators Roberto Pinto and Cristina Morozzi. Quiet Collision aims to bring together these 
artists and writers over a development period of twelve months in which time creative curatorial, 
artistic collaboration and cultural exchange is the focus. The project will culminate in an exhibition at 
Association Viafarini and CareOf contemporary art spaces Milan in November 2003. Annexed to 
the gallery presentations, through the collaborative efforts of Pinto, Morozzi & the artists will be a 
constellation of discrete artworks & happenings in the City of Milan. The aim of this component is to 
identify synergies between the artist’s work and ideas, and attempt to position them in spaces, which 
facilitate further dialogue and possible collaborative futures.  
 
The Australian artists participating in Quiet Collision all share experiences of living and making work 
in Milan, most have been recipients of the Australia Council’s studio residency at Association 
Viafarini, and all are possessed of a commitment to cross-cultural and cross-disciplinary dialogue.  
Quiet Collision acknowledges the unique cultural and ideological condition of being an Australian and 
Italian artist/arts worker and the curatorial rationale aims to celebrate this.  
 
Curatorial rationale – the ‘quiet collision’ 
 
Quiet Collision aims to introduce the broader artistic, plastic and conceptual concerns of the seven 
participating artists through the presentation and discussion of their work against notions of order and 
disciplinary structure.  
 
Quiet Collision looks at the methods by which the seven Australian artists intercept and perform some 
of the dominant and global concerns of ‘arts practice’. Although each of the seven artists pursues 
distinctive artistic endeavours they remain diverse in their manner of execution and manifestations. 
Here, Australian practice is not merely represented or defined through a set of uniquely forming 
characteristics but appears and is spoken foremost, in relation to content and the modality employed 
to express it.  
 
Many of the artists in this project employ ‘modes’ of practice which periodically encounter junctions 
where the order and knowledge from other disciplines lie. A ‘quiet-collision’ with one of the many 
fields of design practice can consequently contribute such complexity to the initial force that structure 
itself can morph. Modes of practice which navigate disciplinary structure topologically are accustomed 
to producing ‘strange’ stuff – the production can be critiqued as fresh, lucid or simply challenging. 
Similarly, ventures in collaboration undermine the importance that modernism places on authorship 
and the delineation of roles in relation to input/output. The ‘shape’ of these collisions although figuring 
throughout art history still present challenges.  
 
Each of the Australian artists participating in the project has steered their practice towards and in the 
path of a ‘quite-collision’. For artists Charles Anderson and Simone LeAmon the ‘impact’ has lead to 
the crafting of parallel concerns with the practice of and appearance of design methods while 
Damiano Bertoli and Michael Zavros focus our attention towards structure itself through the analysis, 
re-make and reproduction of interior objects, events and image. Marco Fusinato’s practice of in-
forming plastic works through the performative limitations of given moments and sound, and Elizabeth 
Pullie’s manipulation of pattern etymology in relation to cultural heritage and art/design history both 
manipulate existing theoretical constructs. Collectively, these individuals make work that engages with 
a larger Australian contemporary art dialogue and their ‘collision’ prefigures an extension of existing 
rhetorics and the articulation of a new artistic language, its relevance to an international audience. 
For all involved the curatorial rationale has provided a point of reference beyond the obvious (all 
having shared Milano experiences) and created a meaningful forum in view of a collaborative future.  
 
 
The Quiet Collision project is managed by n+1 equals interdisciplinary studio and supported by  
Arts Victoria 
 



 
Quiet Collision: current practice Australian style  
(Working title) 
 
 
Exhibiting Artists: Charles Anderson, Damiano Bertoli, Marco Fusinato, Simone LeAmon,  
Michael Zavros, & Elizabeth Pulie. 
 
Exhibition contributors: Alison Kubler, curator Gold Coast City Art Gallery, Queensland 
Australia; Stuart Koop, freelance curator & writer, Melbourne, Australia; Roberto Pinto, freelance 
curator & writer, Milan and Cristina Marozzi, freelance curator & writer Milan. 
 
History 
 
Few exhibitions presenting the work of contemporary Australian artists appear in Milan, similarly, 
the work of contemporary Milanese artists is rarely viewed in Australia. From the Australian 
perspective it is easy to deduce why - Australian artists, curators and galleries all confront the 
tyrannical nature of currency exchange rates while the distance between the two locations 
remains vast. This combination although penetrable remains predominant when discussing the 
lack of contemporary dialogue and exchange between Australia and cities of the northern 
hemisphere. This scenario increases in complexity if the broader economic and political agenda’s 
of the international art market are explored. Most if not all-Australian artists who self-initiate 
international careers are familiar with this story; the unique condition, which sees Australian 
artists supported and celebrated at home but exported on rare occassions, is symptomatic of the 
diminutive curatorial and gallery activity focused on regularly profiling contemporary Australian art 
and design internationally.  
 
As a result Australian visual artists are active in curating and managing international 
presentations of both their own and their peers work. The international studio program funded by 
the Australia Council for the Arts provides a unique situation whereby Australian artists can locate 
their arts practices for a short period of time in a new and dynamic environment. All of the artists 
identified in this proposal share experiences of living and making work in Milan and many of them 
have participated in the studio program at Association Viafarini. Most have also worked and lived 
in the cities of New York, Berlin, Tokyo and London. 
 
Since departing Milan, the Australian artists identified in this exhibition proposal - Charles 
Anderson, Damiano Bertoli, Marco Fusinato, Simone LeAmon, Michael Zavros, & Elizabeth Pulie 
- have placed considerable importance on returning - wishing to foster their initial contacts with 
the visual arts and design community. Professionally this translates to the exhibition of artwork in 
a conceptually empathetic environment while on a personal level the artists wish to develop their 
conversations, friendships and engagement with many things Milanese. This has been 
demonstrated recently in the preparation and making of this exhibition proposal to which 
everyone has contributed information and material in the hope of making an exciting event occur 
for all.  
 
Between them, this group of professional artists shares considerable knowledge and expertise in 
the management and delivery of exhibitions. Charles Anderson has fulfilled key roles in importing 
and exporting exhibitions between Tokyo and Melbourne; Marco Fusinato has facilitated and 
been a participant in international exhibition projects in Europe and the Asia Pacific region; while 
Simone LeAmon and Damiano Bertoli actively curate and project manage exhibitions in Australia. 
Consequently this proposal is supported by a group of competent practitioners, while the 
exhibition contributors; Alison Kubler, curator at the Gold Coast City Art Gallery and Stuart Koop 
provide a textual link to the broader concerns of Australian practice, cross-cultural display and 
ideas set out in the synopsis.  
 



 
Quiet Collision: current practice Australian style 
 
Exhibition synopsis 
 
Paradoxically, the ambiguity and mystique of Australian cultural production provides a curious yet 
timely opportunity to profile and present the work and practice of Australian artists who are both 
connected professionally in other regions of Europe and North America and emerging nationally 
in Australia.  
 
Quiet Collision aims to introduce the broader artistic, plastic and conceptual concerns of the 
seven participating artists through the dual presentation and discussion of their work against 
notions of order and disciplinary structure. The artists’ practices are presented to reveal their 
meanderings phonetically and spatially in the drift between art and life.  
 
Quiet Collision looks at the methods by which the six Australian artists intercept and perform 
some of the dominant and global concerns of ‘arts practice’. Although each of the seven artists 
pursues distinctive artistic endeavors they remain diverse in their manner of execution and 
manifestations. Here, Australian practice is not merely represented or defined through a set of 
uniquely forming characteristics but appears and is spoken foremost, in relation to content and 
the modality employed to express it.  
 
Many of the artists in this show employ ‘modes’ of practice which periodically inhabit the zones 
where the order and knowledge from various disciplines intersect. A ‘quiet-collision’ between 
fields of art/design practice can generate a kind of activity that reconfigures or re-grounds those 
practices themselves. Modes of practice that navigate such places of disciplinary instability are 
accustomed to producing ‘strange’ stuff – the production can be critiqued as ‘fresh’, ‘innovative’, 
‘complex’ or just plain challenging. Similarly, ventures in collaboration undermine the importance 
that modernism places on authorship, the division of labour and the delineation of roles in relation 
to input/output. However, although figuring throughout history, the ‘shape’ of this collision remains 
peculiarly sensitive to the structure of the art market.  
 
Each of the Australian artists participating in Quiet Collision has steered their practice towards 
and in the path of a ‘quite-collision’. Both Charles Anderson and Marco Fusinato have devoted 
much of their careers to the exploration of interstitial and collaborative modes of practice: 
Anderson exploring the production of space and form as a function of time, and Fusinato 
investigating space as a function of sound and the social. For Simone LeAmon the ‘impact’ of the 
disciplinary collision has lead to the crafting of methodologies for thinking between the practice of 
and appearance of design methods, and for breaking open ‘form/function categorization; while 
Damiano Bertoli and Michael Zavros both focus our attention towards structure itself through the 
analysis, re-making and reproduction of interior objects, events and image. 
 
It is hoped that a significant publication will accompany the exhibition Quiet Collision. This 
publication aims to showcase the exhibited content while dedicating considerable space to the 
expansion of the curatorial premise. Here, the three exhibition contributors are invited to write text 
and compile information on the artists’ practices using a variety of modes and forms in order to 
contextualise them within the broader concerns of arts practice and the Australian/Italian milieu. A 
conversation between Australian and Italian voices is vital for this project. Consequently one (at 
least) of the exhibition contributors will be from Milan to provide an Italian perspective to the 
various concerns set out by the exhibition premise. 






















